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EDITOR’S RANT
As a teenager growing up in the 80s on Sydney’s Northern
Beaches, getting my first taste of the region’s pubs, the
Newport Arms – affectionately known as simply ‘The Arms’ –
was top of the heap.
It represented many of the Peninsula’s traits, including
spacious surroundings, sunshine and waterside leisure, and
just enough remoteness to inspire a feeling of destination.
Unlike virtually every other drinking establishment between
Manly and Palm Beach, The Arms was a hot spot on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday nights, but also on Sunday afternoon.
When youth of the day were thinking they were pretty
cultured drinking a Corona instead of a Tooheys New or
Fosters, Sunday Jazz at The Arms was an inspired way to
hang. And getting drunk in the sun was an added bonus.
As the population of Sydney increased and spread and the
Beaches rose in popularity and price, the number of working
families with multiple children decreased significantly. For
much of the 90s the once-jumping precincts of Dee Why
and Narrabeen turned quiet as iconic live music halls The
Venue and The Sands sank into obscurity. This left the offthe-beaten-track Newport Arms and venues even further up
the Peninsula somewhat under-patronised and lacking their
former destination status.

it is opening three months later than first expected, it is likely
there were no details left unscrutinised. Now far more than
the house of booze for people that love a great beer garden
that I once knew, The Newport will offer multiple food and
entertainment options for a far broader range of potential
patrons.
Beyond the upside that can come with a large capital injection
to most establishments, Merivale excel at leveraging what
they already do well into new offerings, to de-emphasize the
‘newness’ and make each venue representative of the best
experience it can be. And even beyond the Merivale factor,
the millions spent developing a showcase destination for the
Beaches, and employment for another 330 people (atop the
original staff) are just further examples of the bright future in
store for hospitality.

But as they do, times they are a changing, again. While
the glorious northern Sydney beachfront regions are still
separated from much of the greater population of the city,
the growing development and infrastructure has given way to
another broad demographic of people that are attracted to a
quality licensed venue.
Around a year after taking the keys, the slick and highly
successful Merivale design team is finally unveiling their initial
new improved Newport Arms – to be known again by its
original moniker – The Newport.
This picturesque 1880s hotel, set upon over 11 hectares
overlooking Pittwater, is undoubtedly the biggest opportunity
to be snagged by the prince of hospitality. Justin Hemmes
concedes the project will be one of their biggest, and given
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The best seat in the house
at The Bradford is ...

NEWS HIGHLIGHTS

REAL ESTATE RAP-UP

BPG director Nick Wills told PubTIC the Swanson has been
good to them. “It’s been a cracker of a venue. A fantastic pub.”
SOLOTEL is executing another big-ticket sale and leaseback, divesting the dirt at its Albion Hotel in Parramatta.
After 30 years owning the 3,000 m² block facing Parramatta
river, Bruce Solomon has listed the property with a Planning
Proposal that could see a 50-100 metre tall mixed-use
development with retail, offices and residential. A dedicated
player will manage the construction, and Solotel will likely
have a hotel at street level.
“To fully maximise the benefit of the Albion Hotel site, one
has to commit to delivering a mixed use site in excess of
26,000 square metres GFA, which upon completion will be the
premium development in the area,” said Solomon.

CHRIS Morris’ Colonial Leisure Group (CLG) made its muchanticipated entry into NSW, grabbing The Keystone Group’s
(TKSG) Newtown Hotel. Reshuffling its portfolio in recent
years, CLG has sold a number of pubs, acquired a Townsville
Casino, and divested freeholds to focus on hospitality business
opportunities. It previously owned or managed 19 venues, in
Victoria, Western Australia, Queensland and overseas.
Speaking with PubTIC, CLG national general manager
Lawrence Dowd says the leasehold purchase makes the
perfect platform for a move into NSW.
“[The Newtown] wasn’t really for sale, but it ticked a lot of
boxes for us: it’s the right area – we really like Newtown –
and it’s a similar demographic to some of our other pubs, like
Bimbo Deluxe in Fitzroy,” said Dowd.
FOLLOWING further unsolicited approaches for Cargo Bar and
sister venue Bungalow 8, TKSG underwent a strategic review
that resulted in the sale of the Newtown and now the listing of
the iconic Cargo Bar in Darling Harbour.
The multi-level venue was TKSG’s first, opened in 2000 in time
for the Olympics, and a classic example of the operational and
creative flair of Fraser Short. It is now seen as non-core, as the
Group focuses more on its wine bar and restaurant businesses.
“The decision was made by the board of Keystone to release
some of the significant capital we have invested in the King St
Wharf precinct and to reinvest that capital in to new growth
opportunities,” said Executive Chairman Richard Facioni.
BALMAIN Pub Group (BPG) is divesting Erskineville pub as it
looks to further large-format venues for its growing portfolio.
The listing of the Swanson Hotel comes as Sydney’s innerwest continues its emergence as the food & bev hub of the
city. Recent sales of nearby Salisbury and Newtown hotels
for north of $8 million suggest the Swanson freehold going
concern will attract considerable interest.
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THE PARTNERSHIP of Patrick Gallagher and Jack Daly listed
PJ Gallagher’s at Leichhardt with plans to trade up to a larger
format venue. After four years operation and a $2 million
refurbishment, Gallagher told PubTIC it still holds considerable
upside.
“It’s in a commanding position in Leichhardt, and certainly
holds a presence on both Parramatta Road and Norton Street.
It’s a 1 bar operation that’s cheap to run, and it has a terrific
late-night licence.”
THE CHARTER Hall and Hostplus alliance, round two of the
Long WALE Investment Partnership (LWIP2), bought Bobby
Zagame’s portfolio of freeholds for $75 million, with long
leases to Woolworths-backed, Australian Leisure & Hospitality
(ALH).
Zagame’s Seaford Hotel is a top-20 gaming pub around 40
kilometres south of Melbourne. The Royal in Upper Ferntree
Gully is about 32 kilometres east of Melbourne. The Kondari, in
Hervey Bay, Queensland, is also a strong gaming venue.
“The LWIP mandate is focused on the highest quality
covenant, with long weighted average lease expiries and triple
net 20-year leases, which deliver stable and growing income
streams,” Charter Hall’s Ben Ellis told PubTIC.

BIG NEWS
LAUNDYS SCORE A
HAT-TRICK IN THE
CENTRAL COAST

Matt Barrie tapped into growing sentiment against the ‘death
of Sydney’ through the destruction of its nightlife.
Prompting a wave of both supportive and opportunistic
media, the Premier found himself trying to explain why an
openly Christian ideal-led government should be dictating
people’s rights regarding going to licensed premises and
purchasing alcohol.
Baird has previously stated he entered politics after the
suggestion by a tutor where he was studying to be a Minister,
citing it “brought together” his passions of serving God and
making a difference in the community.
Responding to criticism of his motives in regards to the
‘lockout’ laws, Baird posted a rather lengthy and rose-coloured
Facebook statement, claiming reductions in alcohol-related
assaults of 42.2 per cent in the Sydney CBD and 60 per cent
in Kings Cross, and mocking people complaining they can no
longer “drink till dawn”.
“It is going to take a lot for me to change my mind on a policy
that is so clearly improving this city.”

Caption: Crowne Plaza, Terrigal

The Laundy Group continues into growth areas, buying yet
another Central Coast hotel. The Settler’s Tavern is close to the
West Gosford commercial hub, central to the town’s 13,000
business and 65,000 employees. Gosford itself is home to
around 170,000 people.
Previously owned by former AHA President Bob Bourne, it
was purchased by the now late Phil Bernie and wife Marj, who
refurbished it and went on to earn several awards. Agent Gerry
Quinlan told PubTIC the Laundys have committed strongly to
regional NSW, recognising the significantly stronger yields.
Almost simultaneously, Laundy grabbed his third Central Coast
hotel in a month, paying nearly $60 million for the biggest
hotel in the region, the Crowne Plaza Terrigal. Occupying over
9,000 m² of beach frontage, it offers multiple bars and dining
services, a gaming room with 21 EGMs and 199 four-star
rooms.
The acquisition was another venture between the Laundys
and Greg Karedis, who have similarly partnered in the $110m
Sheraton Noosa last year and the Manly Pacific back in 2003.
Vendors were Eureka Funds Management (EFM), which
purchased it in 2005 from the Intercontinental Hotel Group
(IHG). It remains under IHG operation until 2020, with a
further 10-year option.

BAIRD BATTLES AS
SYDNEY LOCKOUT
BACKLASH LOOMS
The NSW Government finds itself defending from shaky
ground as public sentiment against the draconian ‘lockout’
and bottleshop laws swells. NSW Premier Mike Baird was on
the political back foot, after a LinkedIn article by Freelancer’s

The post proved enough rope for critics. Even the Sydney
Morning Herald took the opportunity to throw shots at Baird,
including a response by Barrie on statistics from his article.
“927,000 reads of my article, #1 on LinkedIn Globally, #1 for
Reddit/r/Sydney, and of 950 comments, 84.9% agreed that
you have destroyed the city’s reputation, small businesses or
Sydney’s social & cultural fabric, 8.7% were neutral or had no
comment, and only 6.4% agreed with you.”
More damaging was head of BOCSAR (Bureau of Crime
Statistics & Research) Don Weatherburn telling ABC radio the
Premier’s numbers were completely incorrect; that assaults
were down 20 per cent in the CBD, and 40 per cent in Kings
Cross – accelerating an existing downward trend, and in the
context of dramatic drops in both people numbers and alcohol
consumed.
Meanwhile, Troy Grant, in his roles as Deputy Premier and
Minister for Justice, announced the “independent, evidencebased review of the 1.30am lockouts, 3am last drinks
and 10pm takeaway liquor laws”, stressing an “open and
transparent assessment” process, inviting written submissions
by stakeholders and the public. The review will be led by
former High Court Justice, the Hon. Ian Callinan AC QC.
The Review is mandated to assess the regulations’
effectiveness – both in terms of its impact on alcoholrelated violence, and harms including that to business and
community amenity.
Due to receive the review’s report in August, Grant says it
will guide the Government’s response later in the year – and
stresses that the result has not been pre-determined by the
Liberal Party.
For further information or to make a submissions go to:
www.justice.nsw.gov.au/liquorlawreview
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The Mad Publican’s
Beer Party
PRESENT: RAY REILLY – THE HENSON. GERARD DORE – THE
SALISBURY. WILL RYAN – HAROLD PARK HOTEL. TIM CONDON –
ROXBURY HOTEL. LUKE HISCOX – UNION HOTEL. DEAN FRANCIS
– BAT & BALL HOTEL. MICHAEL BAIN – ROYAL ALBERT HOTEL.
BIANCA BARRICK – UNWILLING GUEST. SIMON VICNELL – DOCTOR
IN TRAINING. RICHARD SWEET – 4 PINES. JACKSON DAVEY –
CAMPERDOWN CELLARS. CLYDE MOONEY – EDITOR ON THE LOOSE.
It was a balmy Tuesday when a parliament of gentlemen

variety at hand – helped further by industry friends, 4

– and one lady – joined PubTIC at one of Sydney’s inner

Pines Brewing.

west’s finest public houses to ponder the question for the
day: Does Australia have a problem with alcohol?

After much hand-shaking and rekindling of relations the
group gathered in the public bar. Like most things, such

Both the weather and occasion invited the addition of a

a question can be viewed from many perspectives, not

frosty beverage – as they do daily amongst millions of

to mention states of sobriety. And so the group melded

people around the globe. In this current era of drinking

minds to mull over that issue which has increasingly

fine products for pleasure, there was no shortage of

intoxicated politicians and media in recent years.
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Mr BEIGE: It all depends who you’re asking. The bloke on
the piss doesn’t think there’s a problem, it’s a problem for the
other people.
Mr RED: It’s a problem for the person drinking if they’re
harming their health, or future, or if they’re acting in a way
that might offend others.
Mr BEIGE: In seriousness, I define it as if there’s a negative
to yourself or the environment you’re in, there’s a problem.
If you’re a drinker in a pub, and you’re being negative to
yourself, or people next to you, you should be asked to leave.
If you’re at home, and you’re negative to yourself or your
misses or whatever, you’ve got a problem. It’s something
that’s got to be addressed in the environment you’re in.
Mr PURPLE: They say there are a lot of health issues related
to alcohol.
Mr BROWN: The Australian standard on the healthy
maximum units of alcohol you can consume per week is by
no means an international standard. Doctors in Europe quote
a much higher number.
Mr PINK: It’s pretty subjective … you might drink more than
what’s recommended, but you might get health benefits in
other areas, and your wellbeing improved overall because of
the stress relief.
Mr BLUE: In terms of the consumption of alcohol and people
drinking, I think the best way is in venues – where there’s
security, and RSA stopping people drinking as fast or too
much. They’re a controlled environment.

Mr WHITE: It’s human nature that the more you’re told you
can’t do something, the more you want to do it. The more
Government says to not drink, the more people think about
it.
Mr GREEN: So many unintended things can stem from the
decisions that are made by Government.
Mr AMBER: Blanket rules negatively affect things across
the board. You can’t buy a bottle of wine after 10, because
someone might die. It’s silly.
Ms SCARLETT: A drinking problem is not about accessability
… a personality with a predisposition to be around alcohol,
will find their way to alcohol. Locking people out of hotels is
not going to work.
Mr BEIGE: The worst issue with the lockout is they applied it
in just one area. If they’d done the whole State it would have
been fairer.
Mr GREEN: Every hotel should be in the same category, and
they should charge the same fee for any licensing. And you
should be charged the same by the AHA for membership
fees, which doesn’t happen either.
Mr WHITE: So all those idiots that were going to the Cross,
where do they go now? They’ve taken away the venues that
were ready to service these dickheads.

Mr GREEN: In Europe you can get alcohol from vending
machines, at any time. Why are we different here?

Mr AMBER: There’s a wave effect coming out of Kings Cross.
There are more people coming to Newtown, but saying that
there are more dickheads. I’ve had fights because we don’t
have Tooheys New on tap. You’re pushing a problem out into
suburban areas, which, if the violence picks up becomes a
justification to bring the laws out there too.

Mr RED: in Japan you can buy a 1-litre can on the street and
drink it under a tree.

Mr PINK: We’re treating a big problem, and everyone’s getting
tarred with the same brush. They tried lockout laws in
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Melbourne, which failed pretty comprehensively because they
made things worse. They made the streets less safe. You didn’t
want to be caught outside late at night on a Friday, Saturday,
Sunday night and that was what they did – they forced a lot of
people out onto the streets.
It got to the stage people would get a good spot on a topfloor balcony so they could see what was going on. It was a
spectator sport. A pretty ugly place to be.
Mr GREY: I think we look back at the Cross issue with rosecoloured glasses. About five years ago I had a pizza shop in
the Cross. I’d serve pizza at two or three in the morning, and it
was taking your life in your hands.
There’s a lot of talk about one idiot hit a bloke and we’re all
suffering, but that’s just the pointy end of the spear; the Cross
was fucked. There were brawls on the street, there were girls
vomiting in the gutters. It was the home for all that shit.
Mr RED: Now it’s over-regulated, businesses going broke
everywhere, and your rights taken away from you.
Mr WHITE: If lockouts come to Newtown, you’re going to have
a lot of people, myself included, lose a lot of money. Straight
away those businesses aren’t worth what they could be, and
the value of their real estate goes down. You’ve invested in
this business, planning for a few decades, then find out you’re
going to lose hours each night. That’s not fair.
Mr BEIGE: Economically, you don’t want to be open ‘til
five o’clock in the morning anyway – the cost of guards
and entertainment. Two o’clock lockout, four o’clock shut,
everybody’d be happy. And seriously, don’t give me that shiftworkers bullshit.
Mr BLUE: But music venues are penalised by it as well. Latenight dance clubs and venues that play live music, are being

10 | March 2016 PubTIC

cast in the same shadow. It keeps a lot of people off the streets
if these places can stay open ‘til four or five.
Mr RED: The Sugarmill Hotel was a massive undertaking,
based on that late-night trade. A $20 million building with a
$20 million fitout.
Mr BEIGE: But there’s an issue too. When there’s a publican
owner, it’s a different case. When you had the old-school
publican, like Mr Ryan and some of those old guys, they ran a
good pub. There was a certain sense that you knew the local
police, and you didn’t try and bribe the council.
Mr MAROON: “A fit and proper person”.
Mr BEIGE: But a group of pubs, run by 22-year-old guys
whose bonuses rely on turnover and putting people through
the door … he hasn’t got a relationship with police, or the
local community – he’s in and out in three years. They’re
not thinking long-term. It’s a whole different scenario. It’s
rewarding wrong behaviour.
There’s plenty of people that get licensee positions now that
you wouldn’t let run a corner store, let alone a pub.
Mr RED: It does come down to that owner. I’ve done a stint

MAJOR FEATURE

with a big operator; Friday night two or three thousand people
in Cargo punching it. We used to have weekly meetings with
Rocks Police, but we made it onto the violent venues list and
had to go to no shots, plastic glasses, and all the restrictions.
Us and Scruffy Murphy’s were the only two that stood up and
said ‘this is fucked – half of these incidents didn’t even happen
in our venue’.

drugs I should ask the bouncer, and he could point out the
nearest dealer. The party drugs were just that available.

Mr BEIGE: Bet you put enough people out the side doors, like
we all did back in the day. At the Beach Roadhouse I served
shots on the way out just to get another seven dollars off you.
We were young, stupid, but you got rewarded on it. I didn’t
give a fuck about community responsibility.

Mr RED: Look at Ice now. And steroids.

Mr RED: Especially in the 90s, it was super loose in the Cross.
You had these young punk managers, massive change of
hands. It was almost like ‘there’s no-one here to even police
it, so let’s just go’. And now it’s gone over-regulated, over-thetop, so you don’t see it as much. It was that drug culture. I had
a little restaurant in the Cross, and during the day it was as
hairy if not hairier. I saw drugs being stashed in baby’s nappies.
We were dealing with it constantly.

Mr GREY: So are drugs a bigger part of the problem than
alcohol then?
Mr BLUE: Yeah – now you can drink for 12 hours instead of six
before you fall over.

Mr GREY: Seriously, there’s the influx of party drugs. It’s not just
about how late we serve grog or whether we do shots, there’s
all these other mitigating factors that have happened at the
same time that have changed the drinking culture, and I think
drugs have to put their hand up as a big factor.
Mr AMBER: Someone comes in that you don’t know and
haven’t served that’s high, and it’s a drug you can’t identify,
and this person’s starting to wig out.
Mr BROWN: A lot of the weird synthetic shit is so
unrecognisable.

But we were coming in on the back of the 70s, 80s and 90s,
when in the Cross corruption was every which way you
looked. It was also out of control.

Mr AMBER: Just last week I had a woman trying to sleep in
a booth. She hadn’t even been served at the bar. Often these
people look absolutely fine when they arrive and get in the
venue.

Mr BEIGE: Corruption with a little bit of class, though. You had
Berny on the front door for 30 years, and Les Girls was run by
the bikies.

Mr BROWN: You know, Kings Cross police force is trained in
that shit. They’re trained in recognising when people are high,
coming up, coming down, and from what.

Mr BLUE: Money in white paper bags!
Mr BEIGE: The owner in the Cross back then was there at
night, looking at people coming through the door. But there’s
been a bit of a changeover there in terms of the owner. The
new owners came in and they were never there.
Mr BROWN: I grew up in Coffs Harbour. The first time I went
to the Cross, I rocked up to a bar and was told if I needed

Mr PURPLE: Isn’t that another example of the area being set
up to deal with it? The death of Kings Cross means there is no
late-night, 24/7 precinct to deal with this crap.
Mr PINK: What the government did was a short-term regional
fix, for a generational cultural issue.
Mr BLUE: Generational?
Mr WHITE: Kids today are pre-fuelling.
March 2016 PubTIC | 11
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then your staff. Everyone is terrified to break the rules, or let
people in or serve drunk people. But after all that they still
want to shut you early as well. They’re not putting trust in the
venues to make their own decisions, and that’s what gives me
the shits.
Mr MAROON: Most venues, trouble is not good for business;
we don’t want drugs, we don’t want trouble-makers, we don’t
want violence. We can all run a business pretty well, but there
are some poor operators – let’s get on top of them. To me, we
over-reacted by just shutting things down.
Mr RED: I’m fucking done with us getting blamed for this,
and that and the other. With all these rules going down at
the moment we should ask: is the problem for other people
to manage, or is it your problem? If you’re the one drinking,
and you cause an issue like glassing someone, where is the
accountability on you?
Mr GREY: Government has to govern for non-drinkers as
well, and everyone that has an opinion, but there’s got
to be some sort of middle ground to find. You may say
it’s not government’s job to protect people, and personal
responsibility is one thing, but they do have to step in when
they see something’s not working and legislate. That’s why we
have them.
Mr PURPLE: I did that back in 1985 before getting into The
Steyne with fake ID. You think kids today are actually worse
than previous generations?
Mr BLUE: Nah – there are just more cameras now.
Mr RED: I think there’s more accountability with CCTV, and
that’s why things have gone a bit more underground.
Mr GREEN: I think what’s happened to Kings Cross is a
travesty. It would be like shutting down the red light district in
Amsterdam. It’s bullshit.
Mr MAROON: The lockouts in Kings Cross came about after
minimal consultation with anyone – police, the hotel industry
– and the 10 o’clock bottleshop shut was added on at the
last minute. Both the deaths happened at 9:30-10 outside of
licensed premised, by two people who both admitted in their
defence in court to being on recreational drugs and steroids.
Now there’s lockouts, they’re not going to get into another
venue, so these guys walk around, looking for what they call
fun. They’re ‘roided up, drugged up, boozed up, they want
to whack some kid. We should have had more coppers on
the street. 50 coppers if need be, every night, and clean the
streets. Instead, they’ve done something that didn’t solve the
problem, it’s just massaged it into various areas.
But the big thing about this is we’re starting to govern for the
minority. It’s not the nanny state that we need. It’s that we’re
responsible that needs to be policed.
Mr BLUE: What was wrong with the Strikes policy, penalising
venues if they have issues, instead of penalising every venue
in an entire area?
Mr WHITE: Your security guards are the first line of defence,
12 | March 2016 PubTIC

Mr BEIGE: There’s got to be regulation. Ray may be able to
drive his Ferrari safely at 150 kilometres per hour, but there’s
got to be a rule that says ‘Ok Ray, you may be a safe driver, but
we can’t let everybody drive at 150’.
Mr BROWN: Sure, legislation must pander to the dumbest
members of society, but at the same time do you let the noisy
kid at the back of the class keep everyone in after school?
Mr RED: We get penalised – both as publicans and as drinkers.
I can’t buy a bottle of wine after 10pm because someone’s an
idiot?
Mr PURPLE: Does anyone think drinking alcohol automatically
makes people a dickhead?
Mr RED: absolutely not. Every other country can serve booze
24 hours a day, but somehow Australian culture has bred this
problem.
Mr AMBER: the perpetrator needs to be punished so much
more than they are now. Not just a slap on the wrist. They
need to think the consequences of me taking this action now
are seriously terrible. We’re being punished as venues, and like
was said you’re scared you’ll somehow break the rules. The
individual should be thinking ‘Am I going to spend years in jail
for hitting this guy I don’t even know?’.
Mr PURPLE: People know deep down when they are doing
wrong. If they are know the consequences of their actions,
many will think twice before acting.
Mr MAROON: I’ve got teenage kids. With security, vetting who
gets in, trained staff, CCTV, the safest place my boys can be is
inside a licensed venue. The system works.

FEATURE

Good Beer takes on The Dog
The Sydney suburbs of Randwick and Surry Hills are a mere couple of
kilometres apart, but the Good Beer Company is feeling every step as it
moves in and brings its beery goodness to the Duke of Gloucester.

The 1930s Randwick pub has been affectionately known as the DOG for
some time, and after “many conversations” amongst key staff and owner
John Azar ‘The Dog’ was deemed a good fit for this, the third venue for
the Good Beer Company (GBC), following its big successes at Surry Hills’
Key & Brew and Dove & Olive pubs.
14 | March 2016 PubTIC

FEATURE
In The Doghouse

As the name would suggest, GBC is all about good beer. Not
to say they do nothing else, but the venues are geared and
firmly capitalise upon the ever-growing acceptance that
quality beers are a thing to be enjoyed. Revamping the former
KB and Clarendon into the now bustling beer specialists,
the group refuses to spurn any specific brands, style or
manufacturers on the basis that they aren’t ‘crafty’.
There is no shortage of wild and flavoursome brews, which
sit comfortably beside mainstream lagers and international
staples. In fact the abundance of fine beers available has led
the group to specialise in an abundance of taps. The Dove
& Olive first saw four additional fonts installed, then another
twelve. It now has 28. When GBC acquired the Key & Brew
they simply asked “how many will fit?”

downstairs – they found an all-new place to put even more.

And then came The Dog. Not constrained to the confines
of the gentrified streets of city-fringe Surry Hills, The Dog
is a large format pub on a good sized chunk of suburban
Randwick. As such, it leads the tap pack.

“We had 54 taps and thought that wasn’t enough, so we’re
going to be at 59,” smiled Dan Ryan, group general manager,
talking about the revamped outdoor area and its shiny new
bar.

“We are very excited by the opportunity to create a familyfriendly local with a beer list featuring independent Australian
brewers, international craft beers and old-time favourites,”
Azar told PubTIC.

“Ever since we started looking at this venue, we thought that
was what was missing.”

“The venue is currently a work in progress, but all 59 taps are
now pouring – so no one goes thirsty at The Dog.”
After purchasing last September, the GBC crew moved into
The Dog and determined there were definitely not enough
taps to represent their love of beer. To the rescue came on-call
former CUB beer plumbing guru Matt Webster – aka The Tap
Whisperer.
As well as beefing up the selection in the main bar, and then
the upstairs bar – which boasts ten beers not to be found

The rear courtyard used to be designated a smoking area,
and was very under-utilised. It now resembles an airy
Mediterranean-style outdoor lounge, with a custom built fullservice bar with five taps.
One initiative that GBC has worked well at the two first venues
is ‘Fight Club’. In this two brewers each present two brews, and
patrons sample all four and vote for a favourite. This format
will work brilliantly in the courtyard, which will soon also see
the addition of a custom retractable awning and big screen
TVs.
It will also host the upcoming Sunday Sessions, with sausage
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“Also, the beers available up
here that aren’t downstairs
encourages people to pick a
craft beer with their dinner.”

sizzles and barbeque complementing craft beers and live
music, and special events such as Anzac Day Two-Up.
“We’re opening very soon for bookings and functions and that
sort of stuff, and we’ve got in mind the sort of things that are
suitable and practical, in terms of trends and the people that
generally book,” group marketing manager Kerrin Weller says.
“We kicked off trivia here in March on Wednesday nights, and
we’ll be introducing Opera in the Pub.”
Opera Bites is a troop of opera die-hards that perform brilliant
‘condensed’ enactments of popular operas. Each performance
involves two 45-minute acts.
“We did a couple at the Dove & Olive last year and they proved
really successful. We had matinee and evening shows for a
while there, and they were all sold out.
“It’s appealing to the person that wouldn’t go buy tickets to
Opera Australia at the Opera House, but they would come
down to the pub. Ticket price includes dinner, and beer and
champagne.”
The operettas will take place in The Dog’s expansive upstairs
dining and lounge area, which is largely yet to see the group’s
influence. There are “big plans” for a re-worked kitchen and
change to the seating arrangements, and as at the Dove, this
area will be available for group bookings, but otherwise open
to the public.
There will also be an uber-trendy high table, with seating for
around 25 people. This can similarly be booked in groups or
pairs, or in entirety.
“We’ve got some exciting ideas for up here,” explains Ryan.
“We’ll be carrying through the booth seating put in downstairs,
as we found after we installed the booths, people were eating
there rather than up here.
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Far from coveting beer at
the expense of food, GBC
has worked to develop
signature dishes that it can do
cost-effectively and well to
complement a great glass of beer. The Dog has begun daily
specials, and the $9.90 all-day lunch specials that have proven
very successful in its sister venues.
Further to that, the existing dining area, almost completely
unused and described by Ryan as “where people came to die”
has been transformed. The three lonely unmatched tables
have given way to comfortable booths and cosy nooks for
small groups. While the GM had previously never seen anyone
in the area, it has reportedly become one of the most popular
parts of the pub.

A Dog of a different colour
Although The Dog’s own complete menu is still in the works,
there will be a definite move away from the cook-your-own
steaks and salad buffets of its past, which GM Ryan says were
“a bit 1990s RSL”.
But while the city pubs have become well-oiled machines,
Ryan concedes the group is finding its way into the vastly
different Dog demographic.
“It’s exciting how much space there is here compared to the
inner city,” he says. “It’s not surrounded by offices like in Surry
Hills; a different area, for sure. It’s even more different that I
thought it would be. We’re still in the eastern suburbs, and it’s
not very far kilometre-wise, but a completely different crowd.
A lot more families come in for lunch.”
Offering more taps on average than potentially any other pub
group, the Good Beer Company is exploring the strength of
touting an unpretentious policy of simply ‘good beer’ as the
focus of a broad and flexible business model.
“I’ve got more taps than staff,” jokes Ryan.
And as the public continues to open its eyes to the virtues of
well-crafted beverages – in an era of responsible drinking and
quality over quantity – the good beer could be a great leader.

OUTBACK & PROUD

William Creek Pub & the
Oodnadatta Track

They burnt all the bra’s …
Words and images by Greg Smith
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Our first visit to this iconic Aussie outback pub took place

Well, airport may be a bit of stretch, but the flattened strip of

mostly inside a cloud of red dust. The second time the road

dirt in the backyard of the William Creek pub gets almost busy

had just been re-opened after heavy rain, turning it to a

enough at times to rate airport status – especially when the

corridor of red mud.

lake is in flood. This used to be a once in 20 years event, but

There had been a few other changes, too. The first time,

lately it seems Lake Eyre is underwater ever other year.

we were en route to the red centre – Uluru and beyond –

Wrights Air is run by publican and hotel owner Trevor Wright,

and we’d headed inland from Coober Pedy to get onto the

who is absolutely passionate about his bit of the country

famous Oodnadatta Track. We virtually stumbled across this

and loves showing it off. His flights over the famous Anna

tiny settlement at the end of a long day of dust and cor-r-r-

Creek Station next door, and its beautiful ‘Painted Hills’ are an

rugations and instantly warmed to the genuine Aussie-ness

experience you’ll never forget. On our first visit, there were

and welcoming nature of the place.

two aircraft parked out back. Today, Trevor has a squadron of

For the second visit, a few years later, William Creek was itself

nine planes, and 10 busy pilots.

our destination, as the take-off point to fly over the flooded

Meanwhile, back at the pub, we noticed a few changes there

Lake Eyre. You see, William Creek pub has its own airport.

too on our second visit. There was a new licensee, now
since gone, but he did something that I reckon verges on the
sacrilegious: he’d had a bonfire in the backyard, and burnt
about 30 years’ worth of collectibles that once adorned the
rafters of the bar – namely the bra’s. Hundreds of them. Every
colour, shape and cup size, from every nationality and age
group that you could imagine.
He told me that he thought they were ‘tacky and tasteless’.
The official story is that they presented a fire risk. I guess that
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all the baseball caps and other paraphernalia still hanging
in place on every rafter and nailed to the walls are nonflammable. Nevertheless, it’s still a great fun collection, but
now sadly lacking that ‘feminine touch’.
Anyway, bra’s aside, the William Creek Pub remains an icon
of the Aussie outback. It’s now owned by Trevor Wright. He
owns the whole town. “Every building, including the public
toilet.”
Trevor’s also embarked on a building program that puts
South Australia’s smallest settlement in danger of becoming
a bona-fide ‘town’. When he bought it there were three
structures. Currently there are 50 rooms between the pub
and the camping ground, which at various times of the
season are all full. And there are more salubrious verandah
suites on the way.
Once again, here’s another outback pub that manages to get
by without a gaming room or modern attractions. Of course,
it does help if you’re the only watering hole within coo-ee,
sitting smack bang in the middle of the Oodnadatta Track.
Permanent population: five, plus a dog. In tourist season, that
skyrockets to over 20. And if it rains and the roads are closed,
there can be a veritable explosion in residents, as tourists are
trapped until the mud is hard enough to drive on. I frankly
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